
The first Catholic hospital in Florida was established

way before St. Vincent’s. It was called Santa Barbara, and it

was established in 1600.

The money came from the King of Spain. In a report to

the king, Governor Gonzalo Méndez de Canzo wrote that

the hospital was supplied with “beds, mattresses, sheets,

pillow and blankets, where persons can be bedded and

cured.”

The hospital had no staff. Physicians from the garrison

tended the sick with medicine supplied by the Crown.

A chief steward, or majordomo oversaw the operation

and bought supplies with money deducted from each

soldier’s paycheck, about $2.40. The problem was the

soldiers weren’t always paid, and the hospital often didn’t

have funds. Farmers donated the food.

The names of patients were recorded in a book. Patients

with fevers and other contagious illnesses were kept separate

from patients being treated for injuries or wounds from

battles with British soldiers and natives. 

The death rate apparently was high. Patients were

expected to arrive in a state of grace, having already gone to

confession and received Communion. If they died, a funeral

Mass would be said and their belongings donated to the

hospital.

It was not unusual for soldiers to steal supplies from the

hospital.

Governor Méndez’s successor, Governor Pedro de

Ibarra, complained that the hospital was “so small that from

six soldiers who would be admitted for cure, three would die

and others never get well.” 

He moved the hospital to the Hermita of Nuestra Señora

de Soledad and enlarged it “so that the soldiers and the

slaves are cured with much more comfort and care, and with-

out the danger of fire which was (present) before.” 

In 1680, when the new governor, Juan Marques Cabrera,

arrived in St. Augustine, he found the hospital in disarray,

with a drunken Englishman, Charles Robson, acting as

surgeon and the supplies of medicines, mattresses and cloth-

ing plundered by soldiers. He put a sergeant major in charge

of the hospital and sent for three friars from Cuba, members

of the Order of San Juan de Dios, whose charism was tend-

ing to the sick and wounded.

In 1759, the parish priest Juana Jose Solana described

the hospital in a letter to the Bishop of Cuba as having 12

beds, two convicts who cared for the sick and a garden to

grow medicinal herbs.

Father Solana also reported that there was “carelessness

in temporal and spiritual matters.”

No further mention is found of the hospital, but it, like

the missions, was probably destroyed when the British took

over St. Augustine in 1763.

Learn more about the history of the diocese in Faith on a
Mission: A Portrait of the Diocese of St. Augustine         

at 150 years, on sale this summer.
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